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"LES BOIS" RECEIVES FIRST PLACE RATING

The progress of a college is marked by milestones. Last weekend a milestone reached brings a note of address. It is the first death of an active faculty member recorded in the history of BJC.

Concerning this, Mr. Claude Walt, chairman of the vocational education department, issued the following policy:

On November 12, 1958, the family, college, and community of Boise lost a man who has dedicated his life to teaching young men the automotive industry.

Dale Watts died at his home November 12, 1958, after suffering from a previous heart attack in 1950 which caused him to remain away from work for an entire semester. Mr. Watts returned that fall to continue his work of teaching.

(Continued on page 2)

NEW OFFICERS

Mr. Robert Valour, who is the French minister plenipotentiary at the French embassy in Washington, D.C., will speak on the subject "France Under De Gaulle," in room 104 of the BJC science building at 10:30 Wednesday, November 16.

Attention, Students, Margaret Betty, secretary to the vice president, has reported that several rooms are still being held in room 401 of the Administration building. Students who have lost coats may check them between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., any school day.

Recently-elected freshman class president, Dick Johnson (standing), is shown above giving the other officers a briefing on parliamentary procedure. From left to right are Bill Kindall, vice president; Bob Richmond, representative; Nancy Wilson, secretary-treasurer; and Delvin Daley and Tom Morgan, representatives.

VOCATIONAL GRADS GET JOB OFFERS

Students graduating from BJC's course in machine shop have been informed that they are California jobs waiting for them. Provided that they have the green light from vocational department officials, Luten's Industrial's personnel manager, Thomas L. Fair, has been in conference with Mr. Hager and expressed his opinion that BJC's graduates are needed and that he has already considered them for employment.

Mr. Fair, who last week completed an inspection tour of the vocational department, expressed Mr. J. ('Ed) Hager's approval of the general training program and said, "I am impressed and very pleased with the opportunity to see the program which has been set up to cover the various departments of the factory. It is certain that Mr. Fair will find in some companies superior to the programs I have observed in many of the schools I have visited."

Mr. Hager, instructor of machine shop at BJC, said that the Luten's management will soon be ready to begin the administration of the vocational program.
Sports Editor

Our youth need training for the competitive and avocational enjoyment from the writings of the philosophers, poets, and writers. To the cultured, it is the ability to enjoy and appreciate the arts. To the scientist, it is often means something to him. As he goes with the concept of education just suggested, he accepted, therefore vocational education becomes part of the total experience of the individual whereby he learns successfully to carry on a gainful occupation.

The term "vocational education" covers both the unorganized and organized methods of securing occupational knowledge and proficiency. The "pick-up" method of learning on the job little or no help is unorganized in the true sense of the word. Vocational training by schools are usually organized. Every time a new discovery is made available to the assets of the human race, there arises the necessity for diffusing the knowledge in some way, and for transmitting the special manipulative skill needed to put it into practice.

Vocational education is also of special need for educational training within our schools to train for work of industrial civilization and for democratic citizenship and leadership for our youth. We turn millions of high school students loose without too much effort to find their occupational best or provide directional sign posts. They try this and that, and seeing what they can do that suits their fancy, they try to get a grip of the social pattern of our society. Many are the needs for trained personnel who are equipped to repair and maintain the society's basic needs as that of a doctor in working order so that he may arrive on time to deliver a baby. Training to build a world, build a home, and so many others. Such a list is almost endless.

Each youth has a large choice of things he can do if he is given a chance to explore these possibilities to the fullest extent. The purpose of vocational education should not supplant but supplement general education. It is a way to devise for the student a course of studies which will enable him to choose the course of study most suited to his abilities and ambitions. Vocational education is designed to help those who are not ready or able to complete a four-year college course.

Students in a vocational class are dealt with on an individual basis, each receiving, from day to day, what he needs next and can do next. Discipline is an absolute necessity to keep the concept of education alive. Each youth has a large choice of things he can do, and he learns successfully to carry on a gainful occupation.

WHAT IS VOCATIONAL TRAINING?

Education has different meanings for different people. To the writer, education is the study of the writings of the philosophers, poets, and writers. To the cultured, it is the ability to enjoy and appreciate the arts. To the scientist, it often means something to him. As he goes with the concept of education just suggested, he accepted, therefore vocational education becomes part of the total experience of the individual whereby he learns successfully to carry on a gainful occupation.

The term "vocational education" covers both the unorganized and organized methods of securing occupational knowledge and proficiency. The "pick-up" method of learning on the job little or no help is unorganized in the true sense of the word. Vocational training by schools are usually organized. Every time a new discovery is made available to the assets of the human race, there arises the necessity for diffusing the knowledge in some way, and for transmitting the special manipulative skill needed to put it into practice.

Vocational education is also of special need for educational training within our schools to train for work of industrial civilization and for democratic citizenship and leadership for our youth. We turn millions of high school students loose without too much effort to find their occupational best or provide directional sign posts. They try this and that, and seeing what they can do that suits their fancy, they try to get a grip of the social pattern of our society. Many are the needs for trained personnel who are equipped to repair and maintain the society's basic needs as that of a doctor in working order so that he may arrive on time to deliver a baby. Training to build a world, build a home, and so many others. Such a list is almost endless.

Each youth has a large choice of things he can do if he is given a chance to explore these possibilities to the fullest extent. The purpose of vocational education should not supplant but supplement general education. It is a way to devise for the student a course of studies which will enable him to choose the course of study most suited to his abilities and ambitions. Vocational education is designed to help those who are not ready or able to complete a four-year college course.

Students in a vocational class are dealt with on an individual basis, each receiving, from day to day, what he needs next and can do next. Discipline is an absolute necessity to keep the concept of education alive. Each youth has a large choice of things he can do, and he learns successfully to carry on a gainful occupation.
NIGHT CLUB

ROARING 20'S

Veran Kimbro, Warren Wilde and Rob Nelson are shown preparing for the grand opening of the "Roaring Twenties Club" which will be next Saturday night, November 22. "The Roaring Twenties" is the theme of the traditional November dance.

**Physical Education Association Convenes November 21-22 At BJC**

"A look at Physical Education. There is a real need in the State. The State will be the theme of state of Idaho to improve the quality and quantity of physical education in our school systems, and to make adequate physical education instruction available to all students."

Coaches and physical education teachers from all over Idaho present physical education majors from Idaho State College, College of Idaho, Northwest Nazarene College, and the University of Idaho will attend this convention.

Friday afternoon there will be a series of demonstrations and clinics including boxing by Bill En- ers, senior recreation director; tennis, Barbara Chandler; gymnastics; and volleyball, Don Furse, from the College of Idaho; archery, Boise archery club; and basketball, Damion McDay. A banquet and dance will be held in the Student Union ballroom on Friday evening.

Saturday morning there will be a series of demonstrations by Bill Rowley and Ed Trask, and a network official eating in volleyball and basketball.

**HILLS CREST LANES**

BOWLING

100 OVERLAND ROAD

**Campus Styles**

By Sharon Paul

Let winter come! A world of white will be a perfect backdrop for your new "Jantzen" outfit in "hometown." These are beautiful "surprise colors." A soft "Drag Shag" sweater in a "Paris Pink" will look like cotton candy against the snow.

Three new sweaters come in the "Drag Shag" style with the sailor collar and also the "Drag Shag" crepeback. They are color "plum" besides pink, you will find them in rich English lilac and jade. Jantzen have the season's unexpected and put a little "spring" in winter.

The matching skirts are in trel- lis placid which is worn with linen. They have a kirk plunk in back and a neat, plain front. The sweaters are selling from $13.00 to $12.00 and the skirt for $13.98.

Believe me, if you are a woman you'll jump in your Jaguar and get down to Anderson's before it's too late, because this is something you'll want for your wardrobe.
Broncos Dump Everett Squad In Close 29-20 Tilt In Last Two Minutes

BJC Broncos dropped a nail-biter Everett, Wash., squad 29-20 at Everett, in a game that was not decided until the final two minutes of the game when BJC fullback Fred Caudill ripped off a five-yard TD on the final two-point conversion attempt from Herb Halliwell to Frank Bishop. Both teams scored within the first 61 seconds of the first quarter. The Broncos jumped off to an early 8-0 lead only to have it cut to 8-7 on a fine kick-off return by Halliwell for 81 yards.

Bose took the lead in the second quarter with a sustained drive which ended with Gerry Mahon's TD run. Bose covered the needed six yards to put the game beyond.

Everett countered at this point. McCafferty paved the way for his back Jack Leary, and this ended the scoring, for the first half of play.

The third quarter was a defensive battle, with neither team able to put enough points behind to drive to score. Everett finally cracked the scoring ice with a drive which covered 85 yards, and ended with a six-yard quarterback keeper by Ed King.

This made the score 21-20, and in the end zone. Then when it looked like the Broncos had halted a BJC drive on their own 24, McCafferty broke loose around right end for touchdown No. 4. Early in the final period the Broncos scored their last touchdown. McCafferty completed two passes to Gary Gates and Gary Smith and was then thrown for a 10-yard loss after fumbling. epoch then furnished and recovered but gained four yards on the play to keep the drive going and on the next play McCafferty connected with Gates Smith. With a 10-0 BJC lead McCafferty completed two passes to Gary Gates and Gary Smith but was then thrown for a 10-yard loss after fumbling.

Fred Caudill

Athlete of the Week

This week's athlete of the week is... (insert name)

Boise To Host NJCAA Playoff

Boise Junior college officials have announced that Boise has been awarded the third annual NJCAA championship playoff football game.

The game, to be played at Boise Stadium Thanksgiving afternoon, will be between Tyler, Texas, rated by the NJCAA as the south's number one junior college team, and the BJC squad, rated number one in the northern region by the NJCAA.

The Thanksgiving game will be Boise's first appearance in a post-season game in 10 years. BJC played in the Potato Bowl in 1949, 1951, 1954 and 1957, and appeared in the Little Rock Bowl in 1951.

Joel Coyle

Boise's Hot Bambour